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"*~Readers~of"thts·letter·may>have·noticed··a~growing"S·kepticism'as<to'the'aGtion<of·equity~,""'''''"."--I~ 

markets creeping into the comments made over the past few months. It could well be argued, in 
fact, especially in view of last week's market action, that this skepticism should have been 
voiced a good deal more vociferously. The criticism is well taken here, and a few notes will be 
offered by way of explanation if not excuse. 

One of the characteristics of the stock market in recent years is that distributional patterns 
have tended to build with much greater rapidity than had earlier been the case. This was true 
prior to the first phase of the late bear market in early 1969 and was even more viciously true 
prior to the second phase in late 1969 and early 1970. The pattern of a rapid distributional buitl
up has again continued in recent months. As recently as last April or May there was, in our view, 
absolutely no reason, from a technical point of view, for the maintenance of anything other than 
an aggressively invested equity position. In a short period of three months, that picture has 
changed rapidly. 

Last week's trading saw popular stock-market averages plunge to new lows in a decline re
miniscent of those days we would all prefer to forget prior to May, 1970. The fundamental 
questions, of course, center around how far and for how long this weakness can be expected to 
continue. As we suggested last week, history fails to afford us a great deal of grounds for 
optimism. 

The percentage decline in the Dow, so far, is 9.4% over a period of 65 trading days. 
Any available reading of the record of declines of Similar magnitude in the past strongly suggests 

- -tWO-fa-cts?l)"th-at"'tl:i·e·pres-ent~·Erakne·ss-i'sl1KelYtb-cott'tinue for some time and;2)-tfiat~t1iere i':;s..,;~ ..... -t-' 
at least, a possibility of a significantly lower ultimate low. It is time, quite frankly, that 
worries us more at the moment than the potential for a further drastic fall from these levels. Any 
reading of individual stock patterns must convince the observer that many stocks are already 
reaching downside objectives, and numerous others are close enough to those objectives so 
that further market weakness would bring them to what would have to be considered an attractive 
buying area. What we are not convinced of, as yet, at least, is the likelihood of an imminent 
reversal which would make aggressive equity commitments the attractive proposition that they 
were in late 1970 and early 1971. 

This is not to say that we could not be so convinced by technical evidence which might be 
given by the market's action from here on out. We feel, however, that, if such eVidence is fur
nished, it will become apparent at market levels not too far removed from today's prices. We 
are, therefore, inclined to await such improvement before becoming wildly optimistic. 

The above analysis may be criticized, of course, on the ground that it takes no account of 
the so-called fundamental picture. This view will find little sympathy in this quarter. The so
called fundamentals, quite frankly, are little changed from last April when the Dow was making 
new highs. It is, in fact, quite plausibly arguable that they have improved. It is, unfortunately, 
not fundamental factors which cause short-term price movement but supply-demand patterns as 
reflected by the technical picture. 

Everything that has taken place in the equity markets both on the rise to last April and the 
subsequent decline is· apparently. consistent with.the'suggestions we have been-mak·ing.since-
last January about the apparently developing long-term pattern. We have indicated our strong 
belief that the era in which bull and bear markets are played out against the background of a 
strong secular uptrend came to an end in 1966. It is quite evident now that "Something up there 
doesn't like us," "Up There" being the area around 950-1,000 on the Dow. The present marks 
the fifth instance in the past eight years that a move to that area has been followed by a decline 
of some magnitude. We do not regard this as a statistical accident. It simply confirms our 
belief that the secular trend of the market is a great deal flatter than the sharp advance which 
characterized the 1950' sand 1960' s. 

We do not believe, in other words, that money can continue to be invested with the naive 
"buy-and-hold-growth-stocks" approach was born in the 1960' s and which still dominates 
investment thinking. Rapid reversals, such as that of the past few months, will, we are afraid, 
continue to be a fact of investment life. The proper course is not to deplore this trend but to 
learn to live with it. 
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